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Cycle of Pain: Interview with John “JD” DeServio
and Gregg Locascio      By Marisa Connelly

I remember when I was in college, taking a course called The History

of Rock and Roll.  One of the first songs we studied was “No More

Tears” by Ozzy Osbourne.  Obviously, the professor was trying to

act like he was still “hip,” yet he had a very bald head with a ratty

pony tail.  He looked like one of those annoying people who drinks

a double-shot-three-pump-caramel-half-caff-with-a-dollop-of-

cream-frappa-go-screw-yourself!

Anyways, we learned about slave chants, gospel and the blues.  We

learned about call and response, and how initially it worked in

southern black churches.  Then, the professor played “No More

Tears” and talked about how Ozzy’s haunting lyrics interchanged

with Zakk Wylde’s maniacal guitar riffs.  Call and response.  Instead

of a pastor and his congregation, it was Ozzy and Zakk.

It is of this old school paradigm that John “JD” DeServio and Gregg

Locascio are descended from.  Soul, Blues, Jazz and Funk are the

roots of Cycle of Pain’s music.  Of course they throw in a lot of

good old fashioned metal, too!  I caught up with the guys in Syracuse,

NY at The Lost Horizon.  Being a brand new band, they had a lot to

talk about.  But, then again, they’re Italians.  They had a lot to talk

about with their hands, too.

Marisa:  OK, introduce yourselves and tell me what you do.

JD DeServio:  What’s up everybody?  This is JD from Black Label

Society and my new band Cycle of Pain.  I am the bass player, the

backup vocalist and sometimes, on one or two songs, a lead vocal.

This right here is...

Gregg Locascio:  Hi! I’m Gregg Locascio, I sing, play guitar on a

few songs here and there, and play drums on a few songs on the

album.  But, you’ll probably never see me do it live, but maybe

someday, and that’s about it.

JD:  [laughs] We’ll have two drum sets and some point, and all this

other shit, it’ll be great!

Marisa:  Alright, Tell me about Cycle of Pain.  What is it about?

JD:  What is it about?  Ah, shit, it’s about 25 years in the making!

We were in a band when we were like, 14 years old, right?  So

we’ve always jammed on and off together, and wrote together for

years.  Then, I’ve been touring forever and ever through Black Label

and a lot of things happened.  Fortunately I’m blessed that I have

all that.  Then, I got a record deal, and I played them all kinds of

music that I have, shit like rock and metal, and a bunch of jazz and

funk based stuff.  They loved everything and were like, “What do

you want to do?” and I was like well, I’d like to do the rock thing,

and have my brothers that I grew up with to be in the band and in

the project.  And they were totally down with it.  So, it’s funny, we

were in a band when we were 15 years old, and now, 25 years later,

we’re on a record together.  Finally!  And we’re out of the basement

and we’re bringing it to the stage, and we’re going to open for Black

Label, ya know, on April 21st.  These are like warm up gigs, you

know that.  That’s all this is.

Gregg:  Yeah, what he said. [laughs]

Marisa:  What can people expect?

JD:  Insanity, chaos, suckage, gayiety, everything!  Life.  It’s jammin,

ya know?  Great musicians rockin shit.  It’s in the same area code

as Black Label.  It’s different, obviously, ya know?

Gregg:  There’s a lot of different types, you can go from song to

song and each one sounds a little different.  You’ve got some heavier

ones, you’ve got your mellower funkier ones.

JD:  Ballads.

Gregg:  Yeah,  some ballads, a piano.

JD: It’s very diverse.

Gregg:  It is.

JD:  It’s a very diverse mix because everyone’s got  a lot of

influences.  Me, I went to Berklee College of Music , so I got really

into jazz and funk music and soul.

Gregg:  It’s everybody in the band pretty much, I mean, Joe [Taylor],

he’s just been a phenomenal guitar player since day one, since 15

years old he just blew everyone away.  JD, same thing, and he went

to Berklee, met a lot of people there, and  just the musical influences

that came from there alone.  I got turned on to a lot of stuff from

him.  And our drummer [Rick Monica], who’s actually not with us

right now, he’s on the album, he’s just a class act.  He’s an insane

jazz drummer.  He can just slam it all.

JD:  Bobby Pantella is with us, from Monster Magnet.  He’s playing

with us tonight, he’s been playing with us on this little run.  The

guy is awesome.  We did, like, two rehearsals with him, so this is

actually our third gig with him, so it’s like our fifth rehearsal.  But

he’s really great.
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Gregg:  He just slams it. We know him from around the area too.

He’s from Red Bank, I think, or Middletown.

JD:  In New Jersey.

Gregg: Yeah, and he’s a hell of a nice guy and we’ve known him

forever and we’ve never even jammed with him.

JD:  Ever! It’s amazing because in Jersey, especially being in rock

and metal bands, you usually know everybody.

Marisa:  Cool.  Anyways, where’d you get the name “Cycle of Pain”?

JD:  It really just came from living. Life is a cycle of pain. You

know, I’ve been fortunate enough that I’ve had so much great stuff

happen to me, and it’s been totally amazing.  But there’s been a lot

of times where it’s just so hard, and there is a lot of pain. There’s a

lot of highs, but it’s crazy. I think the more ultimate highs you have,

there’s ultimate lows that happen.  You’ll be doing something great,

and then all of the sudden something shitty happens.

Marisa:  Like what?

JD:  Like, I’m on tour, I get with Black Label, back in ’05. I’m back

with Black Label, I’m back with Zakk, my brother, whom I’ve

known for almost as long as I’ve known Gregg. I’ve known Gregg

since I was 14, so that’s like 27 years, and I’ve known Zakk for 24

years. So, I get back with Black Label, we’re on tour, and life is

amazing. I’m back with my brother, we’re playing killer shit, and

then my dog has cancer, it dies. Well, I’m on the road and he wasn’t

even 6 years old.  He was my rotty and he was the love of my life,

man.

Gregg: Jaxx the Rotty!

JD: So, that’s the cycle of pain, it never ends. But that’s just one

thing, ya know?

Gregg: It’s life. It’s life in general, and everything we’ve gone though

our whole lives. Everything is great, and then shit happens, people

die, people can’t get a job, can’t do this or that, whatever. We’ve

been through a lot of shit ourselves. Ya know?  His parents died.

My parents died.

JD:  My dad died when I was 15 and my mother died 8 years ago.

Gregg’s parents died within a year of each other.

Gregg: Yeah, it’s been 10, 11 years now.

JD: Yeah, back in ’98? And everybody goes through shit.

Gregg:  Everybody’s been there. It just goes with life with everybody,

man.  It’s part of cycles of pain.

JD:  Yeah, there’s cycles of good, and there’s cycles of pain.

Gregg:  For us, it’s like brothers, it’s family, ya know?

JD:  It’s an extension of Black Label, in that regard.  Like I said,

Black Label is all about family, me and Zakk have known each

other for 24 years. I’ve played with Pride & Glory, I played with

Black Label in ’99 when the shit started. The when I got my deal,

I was like, man, I love my family and my brothers, and that’s what

we really are.  It’s real shit man.  It’s awesome.  But Cycle of Pain,

that’s what it’s about.  It’s about life and enduring.  Enduring it, and

standing up and kicking ass. Fuck, ya know? Like me and Zakk

always say- he uses this, this is Zakk’s metaphor, “Fucking

somebody steals your beer, what the fuck are you going to do?  Are

you going to go home and cry? Or are you going to fucking go

chase them down and get it?” We’re not like those pussies in Pearl

Jam or whatever band. We don’t just go home and write a song

about it, we’ll go fucking kick your fucking ass! But that’s life,

kicking ass no matter what happens. So much shit has been thrown

our way, even this little weekend shit that I put together. Everyone’s

enduring a cycle of pain this weekend. [laughs] Believe me!  And

ya know what? You’re going through it as well! Your fucking

pocketbook broke! Ya see? That’s what I’m saying!....[The zipper

on my bag broke earlier in the night, JD and Gregg had to pry it

open just so I could do the interview]

Marisa:  That’s what I get for hanging out with you people! I’ve

had bad luck all day!

JD:  But now, good shit’s going to happen.

Gregg: You’re going to get a new pocketbook.

Marisa:  It’s just my interview bag.

JD:  But now you can get into it easily.  And now good shit’s going

to happen because you endured the cycle of pain. So now, shit’s

going to be awesome!

Marisa:  So now it’s going back up. Things are looking up for me!

[laughing]

Gregg:  Exactly! You got to deal with it and learn from it and

embrace it.

Marisa:  Haha!  I think I’ll be alright! So, I read that Zakk Wylde

does all the writing for BLS, is that one of the reasons you started

CoP? To have more creative influence?

JD:  Well, I’ve always been a creative influence, I’ve always played,

I’ve always written. Since I was in third grade. It’s definitely an

outlet, for sure.  I mean, I write my own bass lines and help with the

production and stuff like that, but yeah, it’s a definite reason. You

need something else.  And especially when you have a lot to say.

I have a lot to say, we all do.  We all have tons to say.  And everyone

in Black Label has something to say. That’s why Nick [Catanese]

does his own thing and that’s why Craig [Nunenmacher] does his

own thing.  Like I said, I’m so fortunate that I’ve actually gotten it

now to this point where people are actually going to get to hear it

on April 21st when it comes out.  It’s definitely necessary, otherwise

I would go crazy if I couldn’t write. I write everyday. Which I might

not pick up and instrument or anything, ya know? Just a lyric or a

vocal line, whatever.  I think all of us, that’s what we’re really more

about than sitting home and practicing scales anymore. Whenever I

pick up an instrument, or a piano sometimes, I just write. [Black

Label Society]  is Zakk’s idea, it’s his baby, it’s his creation, and

it’s amazing.  So yeah, we all have something to say, I guess I could

have just said that in one sentence. [laughs]  It’s just definitely an

outlet, because it is beautiful to be able to write your own shit.

Marisa:  OK, so these are your first shows, right?  How have they

been so far?
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JD:  Yes, um, the buffalo wings in Buffalo were amazing! But, I’ve

been to Buffalo before, so I know how good they are. I don’t know

if Gregg had ever been to Buffalo.

Gregg:  Nah, I had never been to Buffalo.

JD:  And how were the wings?

Gregg:  Oh, the wings were awesome!  Definitely the best I’ve ever

had!

JD:  Garlic, parmesan, and the sauce!  It was insane!  So, that was

the Buffalo gig, and the first gig was amazing. It was in Jersey, at

home. We’ll see what happens tonight. It sounds great, I love this

room, I’ve played here many times.

Gregg:  Yeah, we look forward to playing here.  As soon as we

showed up, there was just nothing but love and respect, and helpful.

JD:  Yeah, very helpful here.

Gregg:  There’s a good vibe here.

JD:  It makes life a lot easier.

Gregg:  Yeah, definitely.

JD: Especially at this level, with Cycle of Pain it’s like I’m going

back to the beginning again. Whereas like, with Black Label

everything is taken care of and they’ll even wipe your ass for you,

if necessary, because that’s the level BLS is at.

Marisa: [laughs] Alright, tell me about your debut album coming

out in April.

JD:  It’s coming out April 21st on Reform Records, it’s a label out

of Jersey.

Marisa: Can you tell me a little about them since they’re a new

label?

JD: They’re a new label, an independent label, but they’ve got

distribution all over, like as Best Buy and all those kinds of places

and everything, so that’s pretty cool.  They’ve been great, they’re

helping, they’re obviously going to help promote the band, get it

out there.  We got a song [“5”]  on Sons of Anarchy, which is a

show on FX.  It’s been great. I’ve worked with some cool people on

it. Jason Cassaro, he’s done Soundgarden and a bunch of other bands,

he helped produce it. So it came out great and all the guys are on it,

so it’s cool.

Marisa:  OK, so I read something on your Myspace page about a

special promotional listening party that’s happening tonight. What’s

going on with that?

JD: Oh yeah, I mean, I’m just going to pick some people, and get

their email, and I’m going to send them maybe seven snippets, and

I’m going to have them check it out, and everybody writes down

their favorite song, or what they think is good or  not, and we’re

going to take it into account, and maybe the next single will be

what these people picked.

Marisa:  Do you have a single out already?

JD:  No, no, not yet. The record isn’t out until April 21st, so the single

won’t be out until March. So that’s why I’m going to do that and let

he fans get involved, which is cool. But it’s also good because we’re

so close to a lot of different songs, so now you’ll here it and be like,

well I like this one. And if ten other people hear it, you’ll have a

better judge. So that’s what I’m doing pretty much everywhere I go.

Marisa: OK, cool! So, over the last 15 years, you’ve played for

people like Lita Ford and Zakk Wylde. What’s the key to maintaining

a long career in a very fickle music industry?

JD: Just the love of music, really. And you got to be a great musician,

just like you got to be great at any profession if you’re going to

sustain.  Situations come and go, and if you can do only one certain

thing, once that situation is gone you’re fucked. But if you practice

all different styles of music and get into all these different bags,

man. That’s how you can sustain. Playing bass, playing drums,

playing piano, playing jazz, playing funk, playing rock and playing

metal, it’s a lot more. You have a lot more options. That’s the key.

If you get in one bag, then you’re done, if that bag is empty or ends.

Marisa: OK. So, I’ve known or interviewed many people who have

attended The Berklee College of Music. How has this effected your

career and your playing?

JD: It changed my life completely! I’ve met so many amazing people

for one thing, amazing musicians.

Gregg: One or two of them [from Berklee] are on the album, actually.

Brian [Tichy] and Ray [Luzier], right?

JD:  I think Ray went to M.I. [Musicians Institute]  But he’s a bad

ass motherfucker! I think it’s just Brian from Billy Idol.

Gregg: He’s just a sick drummer, too. He’s multi-talented. He

actually played guitar on one track, the same track he played drums

on. But, anyway, that’s it.  [laughs]

JD:  But Berklee was an amazing experience because I was opened

up to all styles of music and all kinds of culture and it just opened

my eyes and ears to all types of things. And it totally nurtured me.

And I just got to shred every day, like 14 hours a day. That’s all I

did and all styles of music.  I didn’t really know about jazz when I

got there, I was just into metal.

Gregg:  He came back with a totally different sound, man!

JD:  Yeah, without a doubt it totally influenced me.

Gregg: It sounded like you came out of Steely Dan or something!

[laughs]

JD:  [laughing] Yeah, but heavier! And we always say that about

Brian Tichy because he played on the record and we went to Berklee

together. But, I think we had it good because we loved metal first,

then we got into funk and jazz, so we always had this distinct, heavy

edge about us where as the jazzers get a little bit light, but we’re

never light. We’re heavy, always!  But, like I said it changed my life.

Marisa:  Alright. In a video for Music Inc., you said, “The youth is

missing some soul. Everyone’s so into just playing fast and they

forget about just bending one note and shaking it. And singing, ya

know what I mean, singing your notes.” Can you elaborate on that?
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JD:  Yeah, yeah. Singing your notes. Make a melody that I can sing,

ya know what I mean? Wah-da-dap-do-do-do-do-do-dum rather than

just squeadlie-squeadlie-squeadlie-squeadlie. I mean, we can do that

to but...

Gregg: And it’s like that shit like Fall Out Boy, and that kind of

crap, man. There’s no soul at all.

JD: No. Maybe they need gospel, and they need bump music.

Even the rock from the 70’s had so much soul. Everybody had

soul back then.

Marisa:  Everything was blues based.

JD: Yeah, everything was blues based. Very impressive! Like Black

Sabbath, right? The godfathers of heavy metal are all blues based.

It’s all blues. And now it turned into what? It’s like, it sucks.  Black

Label, we’ve always had soul and blues. So, now we’re an extension

of that and I’m really trying to bring it to the kids especially. They’re

the ones who are going to set it up. This last generation, they kind

of missed the whole boat on soul and blues. So thank God that I’m

blessed enough to be in this career for this friggen long! Because

now I get to say that you motherfuckers missed all this shit! Check

this out! And hopefully someone will hear us.

Gregg: I mean, not to bash any of those guys, there’s good players

and whatever, but find some fricken soul! That’s real! Listen to

some old shit. Stop listening to this crap.

JD: It all comes from the blues, man! Call and response, ya know?

Really, that’s what it’s about. And when you’re practicing your

scales, you should sing your notes. Your ear will develop and also

your ideas will develop too. And your phrasing, what you have to

say , it becomes clearer to you.

Gregg: Hear how Just Joe is singing this Metallica tune? It’s fucking

cool.  [Just Joe was on stage at the time of the interview.]

JD:  Joe has got soul!

Marisa: OK, so you do a lot of goofy promo videos from Hartke

amps.

JD:  [laughing] Oh hell yeah!! You got to be a fucking goofball!

You take yourself too seriously, you’re going to die.

Marisa: Well, in one of them you’re sitting there with Nate Watts,

and you’re talking about your favorite James Jamerson bass line in

the song “Darling Dear.” Tell me about that.

JD:  The Jackson 5, man! Jamerson is the godfather of the greatest

bass, he IS bass. James Jamerson influenced every bass player today

whether they know it or not. So, James Jamerson, if you haven’t

heard of him, go check him out because he’s on a million records,

all the Motown, Stevie Wonder, you name it. All the 70’s stuff,

anything from that year is probably Jamerson. But there’s a song,

somebody gave me a tape because they knew I liked funk music,

and it was The Jackson 5. And I was like, man, I don’t know if I’m

going to dig this, but whatever. I put it in, and there’s this one song

“Darling Dear,” the bass line is a masterpiece! I mean, all the

Jamerson stuff is a masterpiece, but this one song in particular,

everyone really really should listen to. It’s a Jackson 5 song, and

it’s just a masterpiece, without a doubt!

Marisa:  OK, you also said, “09 is going to be a big year, it’s going to

be rockin‘!” What is everything you’re doing this year?

JD:  I’m going out on tour, first thing, with Black Label, that starts in

March.  The record comes out April 21st, for Cycle of Pain, and then

we’re jumping on tour opening for Black Label so I’ll be doing double

duty there. That right there is enough for most people, which is insane!

Totally amazing! And hopefully we’re going to keep going out on

tour, and then shit, opening up for Black Label is a huge step for this

band. And with the record coming out, that’s just a huge year in and of

itself. Hopefully we’ll be on tour for the rest of the year, or a good part

of it with other bands and playing good gigs and festivals and stuff.  I

got my own strings coming out this year on GHS and my own bass is

supposed to come out on Schecter.

Marisa:  Siiick!

JD:  So that right there is pretty insane! And who knows what’s going

to pop up. But, that’s a huge year!

Marisa:  Dude, you’re getting your own guitar!

JD:  Basically, yeah.  My own strings, everything.

Marisa: You could use that to win any argument ever! Just be like, “I

have my own guitar!”

JD: [laughing hysterically] Yeah, it’s really awesome! My companies

have been great to me. The amps and stuff, the Hartkes, Zoom, GHS,

Schecter, they’ve all been amazing to me. It’s going to be a big year

for all of us. Definitely.

Marisa:  So how do you plan on balancing BLS and Cycle of Pain?

JD: Well, obviously Black Label, that’s the big tree. And we’re a

franchise off of it. Ya know, so, that’s the tree, so that’s home,  Cycle

of Pain is home as well. But we got to strengthen our half of it. But, I

got to do that. Black Label is the thing, and Cycle of Pain in my life at

this point has to be secondary. Until, hopefully we do really great and

we’re fucking touring the world. And it’s all because of, like I said,

I’ve been blessed, Zakk’s been the greatest, he’s my biggest fan in the

world and he’s given me so much. He’s given me more than anybody

on the planet, besides my parents and God. And that’s the truth.

Marisa: Alright. Tell me about your miniature pinschers.

JD:  [laughs]  Ike and Marvin?  They’re 6 lbs. and 8 lbs. and they’re

hysterical.

Marisa: I saw pictures on your Myspace of you sleeping with them.

JD:  Oh yeah, my girlfriend takes pictures of me where the dog’s nose

is up my ass and I’m sleeping! And she’s like, “Oh, put these up!” And

I’m like, don’t fucking put that on the internet! [laughs] Yeah, I don’t

know, she takes them. But I don’t really give a shit, because we’re

goofballs, ya know? But, nah, they’re funny. Like I said, I had Jaxxon

Roosevelt Stubbs, that was my guy, and he died when I got back with

Black Label, but he was the best. He was like a big teddy bear, 130 lbs

of love! Now I got my girlfriend Kelly, and she bought me Ike and

Marvin for Christmas. They are definitely funny.  Marvin will smile at

you now when he sees you. He totally smiles, dude. He does! He smiles

every time Gregg comes over to the house. Me too! He goes crazy!

And they’re hysterical because they’re so tiny, they’re like little
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fricken rats. They’re like gerbils, they’re the tiniest things ever!

Going from a 130 lb rotty to a 6 lb gerbil, it was a test  in itself,

but I love ‘em so much. They’re awesome, man. They’re so funny

and they’re brothers, from the same litter. So they’re always

fighting. You give one attention and the other one comes over

and starts biting him. Then they start to fight and they stand up

and it’s really funny, man. I love ‘’em so much, they’re the best.

Marisa: OK, final question! How does it feel to play smaller

venues again and have the rockin’ van outside instead of a

tour bus?

JD: Yeah, um... It sucks! It fucking blows, man! That’s why I

hope I sell some records so I can put us in a bus! [laughs] But

like I said, it’s tough. We’re going back to the beginning and

doing the van thing and all that shit. But ya know what? With

hard work good things come. And BLS started in the same place,

man.  Zakky built a huge thing. And I just hope I can build

something and be a little part of that. But, yeah, this totally

sucks. I want a bus!

Marisa: [laughing] Ya know, most musicians are like, Oh, it’s

great! It’s more intimate! We meet more fans.

JD:  I always meet the fans. And I think all our [BLS] fans know

that, because wherever we’re playing we’re always meeting fans.

Gregg: I’m not used to a tour bus yet, I’m used to the small vehicle.

JD: Thank God! Because nobody would deal with it! They’d be

like, “Fuck you JD, I ain’t doing this! Are you kidding me?”

[laughs] But, it is hard.

Gregg: We definitely need a tour bus, especially being away from

the family.

Marisa: No pooping on the tour bus though!

Gregg: That’s right! No pooping!

JD: Yeah, you better bag your catfish! Dude, I’ve had to make

the driver stop a couple times, man! You got to pull over wherever

it is. If the rest area isn’t enough and your shits bubbling, wild

bowels, you’re like, “Pull over motherfucker!! Or I’m going to

shit in your hand!” And you  got to shit right away!  There you

go, that was an awesome ending, huh? [laughing]

Gregg:  Exactly!  Bag of Catfish!!

JD: You could bag a catfish everyday! Then put the ziplock on

Joe’s bunk! I think that’s what we should do. I’m going to start

bagging a catfish daily now, even though we’re going to have

hotel rooms with Black label and stuff. I’m going to shit on the

bus in a bag, ya know, just so I can, until I get used to it.

Gregg:  Yeees!

Marisa: Nice! Well, thank you guys so much for taking time to

talk with me.

Gregg: Thank you!

JD:  Yeah, thanks for coming out! Seriously! It was a pleasure.
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Up From the New York Underground
By Christine Murray

When it comes to combining elements of Thrash Metal, traditional

New York hardcore, Death Metal, Left In Ruins has their diverse

style of heavy music down to an art. And they're in constant search

of ways to diversify that style even more.

Left In Ruins a five piece Heavy Metal band from Ossining, New

York, has been working hard over the past few years to establish

their name in the underground scene. Though the band has been

together since 2004, they didn't really break out onto the scene until

late 2006 when they acquired a third guitarist for an even heavier

sound. They started out like many other bands do, playing small,

local venues, and within a year they were opening for national acts at

the Chance Theater in Poughkeepsie, NY and the Webster Theatre in

Connecticut.

Though their style is diverse and ever-changing, Left In Ruins bill

themselves as a Thrash/Death Metal band. They quote Iron Maiden,

Pantera, Black Sabbath, Lamb of God, Mastodon, Goatwhore, and

Amon Amarth among their many influences.

In August of 2008 the five piece released their debut album entitled

"Straight Out Of Hell". The eight song LP was recorded and produced

by Billy Graziadei of Biohazard at his studio in South Amboy, New

Jersey.

"Straight Out Of Hell" is an eclectic mix of different styles of Met al

with vocals that Billy described as similar to Pete Steele of Carnivore.

Left In Ruins is working hard to promote this album and to get

themselves established in the music scene. Their ultimate goal is to

make a name for themselves nationally and internationally and to

get their music heard by as many people as possible.

Although they have not yet had the opportunity to play outside of a

few New England states, Left In Ruins are looking to expand their

horizons in the near future, hoping to find a home at a record label

and tour the world! When this five piece hits your hometown it may

very well be the heaviest and most diverse style of metal you've ever

heard!!

To learn more about Left In Ruins, or to listen to their tunes, please

visit www.myspace.com/leftinruinsmetal

Albany's Amalgama to have their music featured in

Metal Edge Magazine   By Marisa Connelly

Formed in 2005, and hailing from Albany in Upstate NY, Amalgama

has been making a name for themselves in the clubs across the

northeast in support of their 2007 album "When the Dust Settles".

Influenced by bands like Metallica, Megadeth and Thin Lizzy, the

band combines powerful riffage of the dual-guitar battery unleashed

by John Salka and Nathan Schied, backed by Greg Laruccia's

thunderous drums and Dylan Baldwin’s mighty bass to blast heavy

metal into the 21st century. Amalgama is gunning for the top, and are

here to stay.

Their song “Before the Winter Comes” will be featured in the April

issue of Metal Edge Magazine.  Give it up for Upstate NY

representing! Show support for our hometown boys on March 27,

2009 at The Chance Theater in Poughkeepsie, NY. They will also hit

up Cousin Larry's in Danbury, CT on April 3rd, and The South Street

Stage in Waterbury, CT on April 18th.

They are writing a new album, "Heed the Horns", which currently

does not have a release date.  Check them out at AmalgamaMetal.com

or www.myspace.com/amalgamamusic. Also, be sure to pick up the

April issue of Metal Edge Magazine!
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Punk without the bloody nose: Wolfgang Parker
By N. Chamberlin

If Wolfgang Parker was not placed upon this earth to sing, croon,

play and simply rock our asses off, then the sun was not truly meant

to shine.  On Saturday, February 21, within the walls of Skully’s

Music-Diner in his hometown of Columbus, Ohio, singer/songwriter

and bass player, Wolfgang Parker (along with band mates, guitarist

Alan Mauger and drummers Aaron Apter and James Oberlin)

astonished fans and guests with his one-of-a-kind sound during a

concert for the ages in celebration of the long anticipated album

“Room Nineteen” finally making it’s North American debut.

Hard copies of “Room Nineteen” have been anxiously awaited within

the United States since it’s release on iTunes worldwide in spring of

2007.  This quirky album was eagerly taken in by fans due to it’s

mismatched marriage of punk and swing, which blends flawlessly

within one another to create a whole new sound of it’s own.

Containing all the moshpit energy of punk, without the annoyance

of a bloody nose, it releases itself with the fresh, clean taste of a

martini as it takes it’s listener on a wild ride of sex, violence and

heartbreak.  With songs such as “Shiseido (The Fall),” “The Mice,

the Demons and the Piggies,” and “Whisper Something German,”

along with the album-titled, “Room Nineteen,”  Wolfgang Parker

shows a wide range of his talents and ambitions both musically and

lyrically and remains to be the true Sinatra of our time.

Thankfully, however, fans won’t have to wait as long as they did for

“Room Nineteen,” to hear another release from the big, bad Wolf.

Rumored to be released sometime in late November or early

December, a new five song CD will be available containing covers

of the classic croons of musicians like Dean Martin and Sinatra that

have been heard and loved in sets during concerts over the past 15

years but never recorded.  “It’s at the very, very root of what we do,”

Parker comments, “we need to get everyone back to what it’s about...”

With hundreds over 6,000 fans on MySpace and already over 1,000 on

the gothic industrial website, VampireFreaks, it is clear that fans come

in all forms and are willing to take on the challenge of such different

music and head back to the classics.  Some fans are even taking to the

streets, so to speak, in order to help spread the gospel of Wolfgang

Parker by joining the official street team of “the Octoboure Front;” a

small army of fans promoting by word of mouth, online banners, reviews,

invites and so on in order to gain more attention to this incredible artist.

In November of 2008, Wolfgang Parker along with other key members

in and around his band congratulated these fans for their hard work via

an interview, which was posted on YouTube and showed the inner-

workings of these madmen.  This left fans hungry for more, however,

as they anxiously awaited to hear what else was next.

It wasn’t until just recently that Parker began hinting to fans about

another project he may be working on, which to their surprise, is

stepping up before writing new music (though he currently is working

on that as well).  This “publishing project” as he calls it, will hopefully

be revealed to everyone quite soon within another interview that will

be posted on YouTube.  A little hesitant to say anything else about it,

Parker reassures fans that they will enjoy it.

The band and himself, will be working with a six month schedule

for this will be an extremely busy year with possible touring

involved.  Patients is a virtue, however, we are all reminded, as

Parker laughed, “if you’re trying to do something right - you

probably shouldn’t be rushing.”

THE ARTIST JOE SKI - Who is Joseph Navarro?

Herby: Let's start with some background: where, when and how

did you get started in the music bizz???

Joe: I started in music in the early part of '92. I was living in Geneva,

working at the Ramada Lakefront. I made a demo tape and gave it

to a guest staying at the hotel by the name of Scotty Givins of

Road Racer Records. Mr. Givins was creating a new label at the

time called Road Runner Records, and was leaving his smaller

label for rap acts only. I was signed to Road Racer as its first rap

act, and inked a 5 CD deal.

Herby: What were your earliest influeneces musically?

I think in the beginning I was influenced by Gym Class Heroes,

Wesley Greco / Travis McCoy / d.le / Gilliteen / Dimension World

/ K.K. Records. Being signed a year prior to Gym Class was a

great moment in my life, because Travis was there to give his

advice and knowledge. My very first concert was along side GCH

and Travis,  and it was one of the best moments I've been through

in music touring.

Herby: Are you still with Road Racer??

Joe: I just completed my 5th CD and my contractual deal was

finalized. I was once again, at nearly 40 years old, a free agent! Im

so pleased to be able to speak for the first time about my new deal

with Road Runner Records. My next move is to work with a new

artist out of North Carolina named K/Hurl, who remixed "Where

u from", and it's hotttttttttt. I'm going to start implimenting rock

and heavy metal in all my future tunes, because as nas had said I

think rap is dead. That's the main reason I resigned this way, I feel

Road Runner will take me where I wasnt before.

Herby: How has the journey been so far?

Joe: If I had to sum up my musical experience in a few words, it

would be that I'm proud to be from Geneva. And I hope their proud

that I am from there. All my music is dedicated to my kids - my

first child Sheldon, my son AJ and my lil' daughter Amira, and my

step son Sean Rubin. And also my mother Olga Mateo and my

father Henio Navarro Sr. I love you Mom and Dad, thanx for your

love and support.
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The Loved Ones delve into folksy roots with new EP
By Henry Clay

There are many things to love about Philadelphia. One of my favorite

television shows, the hit sitcom from the ‘90s “Boy Meets World comes

to mind. On the food side of things, Philly gives us the lovely Philly

Cheese Steak. But people should be ready to add something else out

of the list of great things to come out of Philadelphia: The Loved Ones.

My first induction to Philly’s The Loved Ones was something of an

accident. But luck and good plane tickets, I flew down to Myrtle

Beach last fall to see Flogging Molly. Opening for them was a band

I had never heard of before, a band that I wasn’t sure exactly what

to expect from them.

That band was none other than The Loved Ones.

Before the show I picked up their newest album, “Build and Burn”

and found their mixture of rock interspersed keys to be almost bordering

a folk kind of sound-though only shining through on select tracks. It

wasn’t quite the hard hitting punk rock I expected, but wasn’t quite

“alternative” enough to dismiss it as mindless corporate trash (which

is isn’t by any means). One track in particular, “Louisiana”, a song

about the victims of Hurricane Katrina, instantly became an overplayed

anthem of mine, even though it’s lyrical receptivity may put some

people off (not me).

The rest of the album was mixed with stand out tracks and guitar solos

amidst pounding bass lines. But I still for the life of me couldn’t decide

what to call them.

Luckily I got to see them live, and nobody could tell it better than

front man Dave Hause. During the set a drunken heckler yelled to

the band, complaining that they were nothing but emo crap in if I

remember correctly much more colorful language that only  heckler

can use.

Hause was quick to reply, taking a break from the hard work the

band had been putting into their set to answer the heckler:

“I don’t know what you to call it. But we just play rock and roll. But

if you want to stick around after the show and meet me out back, I

can show you just how emo I really am” Hause beckoned back.

Touché. The crowd cheered, and for the rest of the people there

having a blast, the incident slowly faded from memory. It doesn’t

matter what they play, as long as a band knows how to go out, work

hard, and put on a great show, and the Loves Ones do just that.

Labels be damned, but that’s what I call some real rock and roll.

Looking further back into their catalog, this mentality of getting

out and giving it their song “Player Hater Anthem”, which closes

with the lyrics “Those who can tell know we’re here to play”. And

that mentality comes off both on their albums and their live show.

The Loved Ones don’t care what they are or what you think they

are, they are here to play, spill their hearts and give it their all.

The Loved Ones have had a busy last year, adding tracks to “All

Aboard” a tribute album to the original man in black Johnny Cash,

and recoding a split with folk musician and former Hot Water Music

front man Chuck Ragan (whom I also love). So when I heard that The

Loved One’s were coming out with an EP this past Tuesday, I was

pretty ecstatic. Not a whole lot of music are day one purchases for me

(could be argued), but I picked it up right away to give it a spin.

Dropping February 3rd on Fat Wreck Chords on both CD, ITunes,

and vinyl(!!), the 6 track EP, “Distractions”, continues the same

direction that the Loved Ones paved with their last album.  You’ll

find the same foot tapping guitar rifts, strong vocals, and tight

rhythm section as in their past recording, all strengthened with

keyboards overlays that give it flair unto itself.

Strong bass licks also can be found throughout, with “Spy Diddley”

starting off with a bass solo, backed by speedy drums, leading to a

guitar slide ,before finally opening into an all out rock groove that

then melts into the more folk/Americana-eqsue sounds of “Johnny

99.” The EP then closes with an acoustic guitar driven song that

really speaks to the Loved One’s exploration of their folksy roots(Is

that a tambourine I hear? Go tambourines!).

Honest music, good music, good honest music, and good honest

music that plays well live and in studio is hard to find now-a-days.

To this day The Loved Ones hold three spots (11,14, and 24) in my

25 most played songs of all time (or of all time until my ITunes

crashed some time ago) and that is amongst some of the toughest

competition there is. Pick up their EP, give them a spin, and give

some love to a band that knows how to play rock and roll and

sometimes even rarer, means it.

Keep rocking The Loved Ones, and we’ll keep listening.

Tracks to dig: Louisiana, Pretty Good Year, The Inquirer, 100K,

Player Hater Anthem.



Changing Up the Music Scene
By Brittany Baggett

If you miss The Change Up at the Dewittshire Tavern on March

28th, you’ll be missing the show of the year. The Boston based

band took over the Tavern last November, gaining attention from

locals with their unique sound. Vocalist and guitarist,  Eddie

Romano, describes the band as “aggressive folk with a little bit of

hip hop mixed in.”

It wasn’t long after the opening chords of “Devils Angels” that

people turned their attention to the lyrics coming out of Ash

Burnham’s microphone and moved to the beat of John Elliott’s drum.

The band transitioned into the next song, Salvation, a Citizen Cope

cover. People recognized this tune and were impressed by the

smoothness in Burman’s voice paired with Josh Edginton’s deep

bass. The energy from lead guitarist Brian Bailey drew people out

of their seats and closer to the stage at the start of “Gimme

Something,” a favorite hometown jam.

Their unique melodic modern rock sound blended with hip hop

influences has earned them significant airtime on 107.3 WAAF and

growing popularity all over New England. The Change Up’s first

album ‘All Together’ has been flying off the shelves at local

entertainment stores, Bullmoose Records and Newbury Comics. A

second album ‘The Outlet’ is due for a summer release, and the

band will be playing several new songs during their set at The Shire.

Burman discusses how The Change Up is different from mainstream

musicians, “There is not much good music left. You can listen to T.I.,

but the focus isn’t on music, it’s on image. The lyrics don’t relate to

me. We’re blue collar America people talking about middle class

struggles. We’re not reinventing the wheel. We’re not The Beatles. ”

The Change Up has gained a wide fan base while touring the

Northeast, playing with Fungus Amungus, Ryan Montbleau,

Strangefolk, Rehab, Bret Michaels from Poison, and The Brew.

They were also the highlight at many festivals including

Strangecreek, Wormtown, and Rock the Ink. Fans of the band call

themselves the “182 Crew,” after the production company that

manager Mitch Candiano started.

Romano talks about the music and what ‘All Together’ has meant

for him, “Over time we’ve gotten tighter. Our styles have blended

and we sound much stronger. When ‘All Together’ came out,

I was always blown away by the track “Poor Man,” (it’s upbeat

rhythm and message make it an easy one to like.) When I heard

“Puzzle” for the first time, I couldn’t believe Ash wrote the

metaphor and the words to that song.”

Lucky for you, The Change Up will be back in Syracuse on March

28th, performing “Poor Man” and “Puzzle.” So grab a couple of your

friends and head down to the Dewittshire Tavern to suck down a

couple brewskis and listen to a performance from some of rock’s

finest.

For more information on The Change Up, check them out on the

web at: myspace.com/the changeup
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The Alternate Routes: Saving the world, one song at a time
By Joe Koch

The first single off The Alternate Routes new record says “The

Future’s Nothing New,” or is it? The Alternate Routes — who hail

from Bridgeport, Conn. — have been on a never-ending quest for

musical stardom. Not necessarily for the fame and fortune, although

that would be nice, but for the privilege of being able to continue

making music. Success equals job security.

“I just hope we can get to a point one day where we can just flail,

like we do musically and it will just make sense to people,” says

Tim Warren, singer and songwriter. “I wish that we had enough

success under our belts that we could take six months off and just

write songs. It would be so exciting to see what we would

accomplish.”

The band has a very simplistic approach to stardom. They’re not

trying to conquer the world at once. They are tackling the country

one person at a time.

“We know people across the country and it might be a humble

number, but it’s a number,” says Tim. “Every city we go to, there

are people who have seen us in front of big crowds and small ones

and they keep coming back. But, each time they keep bringing more

friends and we’re very appreciative of that.”

With the music industry struggling and record labels vanishing, it’s

imperative to rethink a game plan. The Alternate Routes are trying

to stay ahead with the help of their street team, grassroots style.

 “Yes, it’s very important that we have a street team and to keep our

fans up to date on the Internet and show them our appreciation by

offering our fans opportunities to help us out on the road,” says

Tim. “Whether it’s working our merch table at shows or having

listening parties at their houses to help create a buzz about the new

record before we come to their city. But, you have to bring that

information to the people. They don’t have to come to you anymore.”

Their appreciation was evident as they rolled through Rochester,

N.Y. to perform at Water Street Music Hall on Feb. 11 in support of

acoustic rocker Matt Wertz. First they were up bright and early to

do a radio interview/acoustic performance on The Brother Wease

morning show on 95.1 The Fox and then my interview. Then, the

band was off to sound check and rehearsal.

“Lately these sound checks have been going long,” says Tim. “We’ve

just been tightening up the new material with our new drummer

(Michael Stavitz.)”

There isn’t a lot of free time, or sleep.

“I don’t complain about it anymore,” says Tim. “We used to think

we deserved something and we know we don’t. So we’re very

grateful to have this chance to play every night and have a product

to promote. We have no problem burning the candle at both ends.

Many bands would kill to have the opportunity.”

In 2005, the group independently released its first full-length album

Good, Reckless and True. Then in 2006, they were signed to

Vanguard records and the creation was re-released with new

packaging. Even though it received critical acclaim, the album

flopped in sales. VH-1 reps said it was a spectacular collection of

songs, but their second record would be the breakthrough album.

“That was hard to swallow. We really believed in Good, Reckless

and True. We wished it had done better, but it doesn’t matter

anymore,” says Tim. “Vanguard is giving us a second chance and

that wasn’t a guarantee. So we’re psyched to get another shot.”

A Sucker’s Dream, their sophomore release on Vanguard, is on sale

now. Could it possibly be the remedy to the diluted crap that pollutes

our airwaves? It could be. The album is packed with a variety of

songs that will suffice the pallet of a wide spectrum of listeners.

“A Sucker’s Dream was more of a collective effort than the last album,”

says Tim. “All that I See” was written by bassist Chip Johnson and

“Just a Dream” was written by lead guitarist Eric Donnelly.

They turned to Jay Joyce again to help with production on the new

record. “He had a vision and saw it through,” says Tim. “I wouldn’t

have made the album the same way ... We’re really proud of the

material that ended up on this record. I love that our song

‘Desdemona,’ which features Patty Griffin on vocals, is followed

by the good-time rocker ‘Toe the Line.’”

“So you go from a whisper to a scream in a six-minute period. I think

that’s pretty cool,” says Tim. “I’m hoping that this is a record you can

drive around in your car listening to and never get bored of.”

What’s next?

“We’ll finish up the tour with Matt Wertz and hopefully we’ll get

another nationwide tour with the release of our new record. I don’t

want to slow down once this year,” says Tim. “We don’t believe in

having a back-up plan, so this has to work.”

Tim equates everything to lyrics, like the opening track, “On and On

We Whisper: “Write a song to save the world and don’t be wrong.”

I think that sums up for me what we’re trying to do,” he says.
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